Congratulations, Class of 2023!

You have reached an important milestone in your life. You have achieved this by your hard work and with the supports from your family, your friends and your professors.

I wish you much success in your future career!

While you have graduated, SPMS remains a home where you can come back to. Please take part in our alumni activities. You will always be a part of the SPMS family. We hope to see you back in SPMS soon.

Phan Anh Tuan
Professor and Chair
School of Physical and Mathematical Sciences
Nanyang Technological University Singapore
“Sometimes it’s okay to not be okay. Live your life at your own pace. And remember to SMILE :) Follow me on LinkedIn: Kerk Jun Hong and IG: junhong0420”
- Kerk Jun Hong, CHEM

“If anything, I am thankful for the friends who had seen me laugh, cry and grow. To Calvin, Ciao and Kavi, thank you for the past 4 years. I can’t wait for us to be rich and have adult money to spend.”
- Valencia Lim Jia Xuan, CHEM

“Life is a chemical reaction that always changes and needs balancing!”
- Kan Weng Yi, CHEM

“Thank you Chinese library & HSS library for being my emotional support places”
- Teo Yi Juan, CHEM

“I majored in Statistics just to suffer the rate-up in gacha games.”
- Nguyen Duong Quynh Chi, MATH

“Done is better than perfect.”
- Ooi Yen Sun, MATH

“Sending a dream into the universe.”
- Anjali Gupta, MATH

“I was just here for the shirts man XD”
- Tang Ying Xuan, MATH

“I will have to pay taxes now.”
- Tan Si Yan, CHEM

“Aye covid, thanks ah <3”
- Ng Jing Hun, MATH
MEDAL AND PRIZES FOR ACADEMIC
Year 2022-2023

LEE KUAN YEW
Gold Medal
S/N    Prog    Award                          Awardee
1.      MATH    Lee Kuan Yew Gold Medal      CHENG ZHENGXING
2.      PHY     Lee Kuan Yew Gold Medal      NG JING YANG

BOOK PRIZES
for Graduating Students
S/N    Prog            Award                                      Awardee
1.      MAEO        Staff Recreation Club Book Prize            PANWAR SAMAY
2.      MATH        Ng Kong Beng Best Project Prize in Mathematical Sciences ZHANG TIANYU
3.      MATH        Tan Chun Ghee Book Prize                   SKYXIS TAN

GOLD MEDALS
for Graduating Students
S/N    Prog               Award                                        Awardee
1.      MATH      KK Phua Gold Medal                          ZHANG TIANYU
2.      MATH      Singapore Mathematical Society Gold Medal cum Book Prize TEH YU XUAN
3.      PHY       Shell Eastern Petroleum Gold Medal cum Cash Award NG JING YANG
SPMS Outstanding Undergraduate Award 2023

SPMS Outstanding Undergraduate Award 2023 (Overall Winner)

LIONEL LIM RUI QI

- COS Challenge 2021 Chairperson
- SPMS Club AY21/22 Vice President (External Liaison)

As SPMS Vice-President, he really went above and beyond to serve the SPMS community, such as fighting for students’ welfare and ensuring inclusions among students. Furthermore, his impartial character allows him to make difficult yet morally correct choices. He also gives back to the community by actively joining in voluntary work.
- Khoo Hong Shan Freddy

SPMS Outstanding Undergraduate Award 2023 (Outstanding Service)

QIU KAIWEI

- SPMS Club AY19/20 Social Subcomm
- SPMS Club AY21/22 House Director
- COS Challenge 2023 Vice-Chairperson

As someone who has known Kai Wei from the moment I entered SPMS, I have seen the amount of hard work and effort he puts into contributing to the school. When he stepped up as the first house director of SPMS, although apprehensive about what may come, he never once let the fear of the unknown stop him from doing his best and fighting for the welfare of incoming students. As a friend and senior, he is also someone I can go to for advice be it academically or for personal life as he is always ready to offer help. He is someone I look up to and sincerely thinks deserves this award.
- Chloe Soh Sze Yee

SPMS Outstanding Undergraduate Award 2023 (Outstanding Achievement)

DO XUAN LONG

- Publications at top-tier AI NLP conferences: ACL 2022, EMNLP 2022, COLING 2022
- 2nd Place at Student Cluster Competition at the ISC High Performance 2021
- 2nd Prize in International Mathematics Competition for University Students 2020

Do Xuan Long is a highly diligent and dedicated student, not only in his academics, but also in his career and research. He has a strong passion for academia and has been doing his utmost in pursuing this passion of his. He has participated in a lot of research studies and his work has been recognised. In addition to his numerous achievements in academia and competitions, he has maintained a high CGPA throughout the semesters despite his very busy extra-curricular schedule. Furthermore, he is still willing to help his peers with their studies.
- Yee Wan Jing Adeline
LIFE IN SPMS
Life in SPMS

ORIENTATION

SuPreMeS MAMPOS, 2019

SPMS Pageant, 2019
Life in SPMS
ORIENTATION
Life in SPMS
LUNAR NEW YEAR
Life in SPMS

Valentine’s Day
Life in SPMS

EXAM WELFARE PACK GIVEAWAY
Life in SPMS

SPMS HOME REFRESH
Life in SPMS

STUDENTS’ DINNER & DANCE
Life in SPMS

PI DAY
Halloween
SPMS

MEMORIES
CONVOCATION PARTY
SPMS CONVOCATION CEREMONY
Trip to Jeonju during our NTU Discoverer Program

CBC lab

Last day of Uni

Trip to Jeonju during our NTU Discoverer Program

CBC lab

Last day of Uni

Dance performance

COS Challenge

Winter Exchange in Korea 2022
Post exam celebration
One of my BEST camp experience!! Thanks USHA!
Oweek 2019
Having fun at Everland during our NTU Discoverer Program in Korea
FRESHMAN ORIENTATION CAMP 2019 ~
One of my BEST camp experience!! Thanks USHA!
Thai Cultural Activity